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SquadLocker’s suite of tools empowers you to provide every member of your community with all of their custom apparel needs - with half the effort, resulting in infinite satisfaction for you and your community.

When you use SquadLocker for your youth sports organization or school needs, you get:

- 7-days-a-week customer service for every order
- Direct-to-player ordering and shipping, meaning no more guessing sizes or chasing checks
- No more paying out of your organization’s budget in advance for bulk orders
- Freedom from excess inventory - never stack another unused uniform box in your garage
- Easy online service all year long with no minimums- no more worrying about outfitting late registrants
What do all of these features mean for your team or league?

**Dedicated Uniform Expert**
SquadLocker’s dedicated Uniform Experts will help you dial in the look and cost of your team or league’s uniforms. With top brands and styles, we’ve got what you need!

**Free Art Services**
Need a custom logo for your team? Or how about 25 new logos for your multi-team league? We’ve got you covered. Our in-house design team can create or update any logo so your team is field-ready.

**Eliminate Excess Inventory**
Once your uniforms have been selected, SquadLocker will stock your blank inventory for your team or league. No upfront costs, and no need to purchase extras - we’ll handle everything at no risk to you!

**Roster Tools**
Once your team or league has registered, simply upload your roster and we’ll do the rest! Your team members will be able to select their name from your team roster and their uniform will update automatically with their custom information. Plus, with your dashboard tools you’ll be able to see order insights and history with just a click.

**MVP Ships In Fast As 5 days**
We know you need your uniforms and gear ASAP, so we’ve created an MVP Line - items that ship in as fast as 5 days! This line features quality items at a price and speed your team will love.

**Online Stores Never Close**
Building an online store for your team, or multiple stores for your league is a snap with the help of your dedicated expert. And, because SquadLocker secures your inventory, there are never any order windows and your team or league can shop 24/7/365.

**No Order Minimum**
Your team can now purchase exactly what they need, when they need it. SquadLocker receives, decorates, and ships your player’s orders individually, meaning no more bulk orders or chasing checks.

**Direct-to-Player Shipping**
SquadLocker individually decorates and ships each order directly to your players’ homes, freeing up hundreds of hours of coach and volunteer time sorting and handing out gear! Plus, with pre-paid digital coupons, you can re-allocate a portion of your registration fee back to families to purchase uniforms.

Our customers say **Excellent** 4.6 out of 5 based on 868 reviews ★ Trustpilot
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HERO STORY: WEST SIDE YOUTH BASKETBALL & CHEER

“‘The SquadLocker team was amazing to work with. I was able to receive 104 individual orders, with 40+ teams, in 3-5 days! The gear also looked much better than our previous ones. SquadLocker surpassed my expectations and have earned our business!”

COACH MATT R. LEHMAN, FOUNDER & DIRECTOR OF WEST SIDE YOUTH BASKETBALL & CHEER

The Solutions

West Side needed uniforms for their coaches, 96 in total, in 10 short days. With such a short timeframe, West Side utilized specific gear from SquadLocker’s MVP program – custom gear that is delivered in as fast as 5 days. West Side and SquadLocker were able to work together to find the perfect apparel, modernize their logos, and stay in the means of their budget. Within those 10 days, 104 individual orders were sent to the coaches of West Side Youth Basketball and Cheer, just in time to kick off their season.

MVP Apparel (Most Valuable Products)

West Side was in a major rush – they needed coaches’ uniforms ASAP without compromising the quality of their apparel. SquadLocker’s MVP gear is always in stock, comes with hassle-free returns, and arrives in as fast as 5 days. West Side was able to get their gear before the start of their season without worrying about their orders.

Organization Landing Page

West Side wanted an easy way for each coach to access their team’s logos from the league’s website. SquadLocker created a single webpage where each team can find and purchase their gear with its unique logo – without chaos or confusion.

The Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>48 INDIVIDUAL TEAMS</th>
<th>96 COACHES OUTFITTED</th>
<th>100+ ORDERS INDIVIDUAL ORDERS</th>
<th>0 HEADACHES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 ORGANIZATION LANDING PAGE</td>
<td>10 DAYS ‘TIL IN-HANDS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

About

Located in Evansville, Indiana, West Side Youth Basketball and Cheer has been providing basketball and cheer programs for all skill sets since 1994. Though their focus is basketball, the league also works extremely hard to develop a sense of community, sportsmanship, and character for all their athletes – leveling them up on the court and off.

Type of Organization

Youth Basketball League

Number of Teams in League

48 Individual Teams
Fundraising with SquadLocker means organizations can say goodbye to the time, workload, and costs associated with annual fundraising events. Say goodbye to chasing donations and parent volunteers, and to the concerns of athlete transportation and safety. And say goodbye to bulk ordering apparel, storage space, lugging it to events, and the risk of losing money on purchased apparel that never sells.

And maybe best of all, your organization can track fundraising revenue in real-time, anytime, from your desktop, laptop, and even your phone.

What’s so great about fundraising with SquadLocker?

- **Year-Round Fundraising**
  No more worrying about store close dates or order deadlines.

- **Real-Time Monitoring**
  Access the amount your team or organization has raised instantly. Plus, see best sellers and items that generate the most fundraising dollars.

- **Cash Payouts**
  Request a payout at any time to use for your team or organization. Choose how you receive your funds, and even split amounts between teams.
FOOTBALL
NEW MVP APPAREL

STARTING AT $54.95
including standard decoration

Eliminate the hassles of ordering uniforms and custom team gear - forever. SquadLocker’s MVP apparel solution removes the burden of back-ordered gear, long shipping windows, and complex returns so you can stay focused on what matters most, your team.

What’s so valuable about SquadLocker’s MVP?

- Ships in as fast as 5 days
  No more waiting through long turn times, or even longer shipping.

- MVP items are never back-ordered
  Don’t worry about late registrants, or lost items. MVP apparel is always in stock so your team can order any time they need.

- Hassle-free returns, guaranteed.
  A return policy? On a uniform? You heard that right! MVP items always come with hassle-free returns if you need them.

- No Minimum Orders
  Your team can shop all year long without a minimum order requirement. Worrying about late registrants is a thing of the past.

SquadLocker has been terrific! It’s an interesting concept - do away with bulky team-orders and allow for players, friends and family to order customized gear individually. Not only does this concept allow for much more flexibility, but it’s executed well... Everyone I’ve chatted with has been very helpful and kind. I just received my first item today and the print quality is outstanding. I’m looking forward to sharing these items with my team!

- Austin Hassel
Strength and comfort come together in the Russell Athletic Solid Jersey With Side Inserts. 93 Cloth mesh is tough and breathable, and its skill cut 73 Cloth sleeves give this football jersey complete pad coverage.

Style Number: #S8623M

Color: □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □

Enjoy durable performance with the Russell Athletic® Integrated 7-Piece-Pad Football Pants. They feature a 7-piece integrated pad set with ventilated hip and spine pads. These football pants have contour knee pads and a bartacked 1-inch web belt included.

Style Number: #F25PFM

Color: □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □
STOCK UNIFORMS

STARTING AT $49.95
including standard decoration

TIME OUT PRACTICE
FOOTBALL JERSEY

Stretch poly dazzle double-ply cowl, sleeves and v-neck. Mitered v-neck collar with space for decoration. Finished elastic sleeve, double needle hemmed bottom.

Style Number : #FJ55

Color :  

HUDDLE STRETCH
POLYESTER DAZZLE JERSEY

Polyester stretch dazzle double-ply cowl, single-ply upper sleeves, side inserts and v-neck. Mitered v-neck collar with space for decoration. Contrasting body, side and collar inserts.

Style Number : #FJ20

Color :  

TERMINATOR 2 INTEGRATED
FOOTBALL PANT


Style Number : #FPU19

Color :  

240 BALD HILL RD, WARWICK RI  WWW.SQUADLOCKER.COM  (401)427-9023
UA STOCK UNIFORM KITS

STARTING AT $67.95
including standard decoration

UNDER ARMOUR

PIPELINE JERSEY
Smooth, durable open-hole mesh HeatGear fabric for the right ventilation, plus Elastic binding for snug fit around the arms.

Style Number : #UFJ155Y
Color :  

UNDER ARMOUR

INTEGRATED PANT

Style Number : #UFPP1M
Color :  

UNDER ARMOUR

ARMOURGRID JERSEY
Built with signature, lightweight ArmourGrid ripstop fabric designed to resist rips and tears. Features 31.5” body length with elastic hem.

Style Number : #UFJ170M
Color :  

UNDER ARMOUR

FORCE PANT
4-way stretch knit game pant. Interior elastic waistband with UA Grippy to hold jersey.

Style Number : #UFP545M
Color :  

240 RAND HILL RD, WARWICK RI
WWW.SQUADLOCKER.COM (401)427-9023
NO-LIMITS SUBLIMATION

STARTING AT $85.95
including standard decoration

SquadLocker takes ALL the hassle away from the coaches and administrators. I cannot thank SquadLocker enough for spearheading this huge endeavor... Thanks for making me look like a Rockstar!

- Jeremy Melusky, Raynham Giants Youth Football

CHAMPRO REVERSIBLE JERSEY


Style Number : #J-FJ50096

UNDER ARMOUR ARMOURFUSE JERSEY

Tricot mesh front and back body, stretch knit side panels, dazzle cowl. Fully customizable designs. Vented side hems for better fit and comfort.
NEW MVP APPAREL

STARTING AT $31.95
including standard decoration

Eliminate the hassles of ordering uniforms and custom team gear - forever. SquadLocker’s MVP apparel solution removes the burden of back-ordered gear, long shipping windows, and complex returns so you can stay focused on what matters most, your team.

What’s so valuable about SquadLocker’s MVP?

- Ships in as fast as 5 days
  No more waiting through long turn times, or even longer shipping.

- MVP items are never back-ordered
  Don’t worry about late registrants, or lost items. MVP apparel is always in stock so your team can order any time they need.

- Hassle-free returns, guaranteed.
  A return policy? On a uniform? You heard that right! MVP items always come with hassle-free returns if you need them.

- No Minimum Orders
  Your team can shop all year long without a minimum order requirement. Worrying about late registrants is a thing of the past.

“SquadLocker did a great job with our customized soccer gear. They have a great selection of items to choose from when building a team store. Their customer service is top notch. I totally recommend SquadLocker for customized athletic apparel for your team!”

- Coach Bill
THE SHEFFIELD SOCCER JERSEY FEATURES 100% POLYESTER KNIT TO KEEP YOU COOL AND DRY AS WELL AS DECORATION-FRIENDLY TRUE HUE TECHNOLOGY®. THE HAWK SHORTS ARE MADE OF 100% POLYESTER WICKING KNIT AND FEATURE A COVERED ELASTIC WAISTBAND WITH INSIDE DRAWCORD AND 6 1/2-INCH INSEAM.

Style Number Jersey: M #322970, Y #322971
Style Number Short: M #325410, Y #325411

Colors: A variety of colors are available.

THE MVP ALL-STAR KIT

STARTING AT $32.95

Ships in as fast as 5 days

Description: The Sheffield soccer jersey features a 100% polyester knit to keep you cool and dry as well as decoration-friendly true hue technology®. The Hawk shorts are made of 100% polyester wicking knit and feature a covered elastic waistband with inside drawcord and 6 1/2-inch inseam.

Style Number Jersey: M #322970, Y #322971
Style Number Short: M #325410, Y #325411

Colors: A variety of colors are available.

THE MVP STARTER KIT

STARTING AT $31.95

Ships in as fast as 5 days

Description: The Cuttery Jersey and Pulse Shorts are made of 100% polyester moisture-wicking fabric. The jersey is lightweight and features a contoured bottom. The shorts feature an elastic waistband with inside drawcord and inside key pocket.

Style Number Jersey: M #1517, W #1522, G #1523
Style Number Shorts: W #1265, G #1266

Colors: A variety of colors are available.
STOCK UNIFORMS

STARTING AT $29.95
including standard decoration

THE MAQUINA 2.0 KIT

STARTING AT $46.95

The UA Maquina 2.0 jersey & short is made of soft, lightweight fabric & delivers ultimate on-field comfort. Material wicks sweat & dries fast; 4-way stretch construction moves better in every direction. Price includes standard decoration.

Style Number Jersey : M #1328131
W #1328132
Y #1328133

Style Number Short : M #1328124
W #1328135
Y #1328136

Color : □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □

THE ENTRADA 18 KIT

STARTING AT $35.95

The Adidas Entrada 18 jersey is a 50% Polyester/50% Recycled Polyester Double Knit blend and features applied 3-Stripes, contrast side panels and contrast heat transfer adidas logo. The shorts are 100% Polyester Pique and feature a contrast embroidered adidas logo on front left leg; Mens Inseam 7” Size L; Youth Inseam 6.5” Size M. Price includes standard decoration.

Style Number Jersey : M #1328131
W #1328132
Y #1328133

Style Number Short : M #1328124
W #1328135
Y #1328136

Color : □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □

THE HAWK KIT

STARTING AT $34.95

The Adult Hawk jersey & short is made of 100% polyester wicking knit that wicks moisture. The jersey features a two piece collar and contrast color inserts while the short features a covered elastic waistband with inside drawcord and 6 1/2-inch inseam. Price includes standard decoration.

Style Number Jersey : M #322870
W #322872
Y #322871

Style Number Short : M #325410
W #325412
Y #325411

Color : □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □

240 BALD HILL RD, WARWICK RI
WWW.SQUADLOCKER.COM
(401)427-9023
THE ALLESON STRIKER KIT

STARTING AT $29.95

Made of 100% Extreme Diamond Knit Mock Mesh Cationic Colorfast Polyester. The jersey features a straight hemmed bottom and sleeves, while the short features a single ply body and covered elastic waistband with inside drawcord. Price includes standard decoration.

Style Number Jersey : M #SJ101A  W #SJ101W  Y #SJ101Y
Style Number Short  :  M #SS201A  W #SS201W  Y #SS201Y

Color : [Color options]

“Exceptional/Outstanding Service! Went out of their way to ensure my needs were met... will use them 100% For all my soccer needs!

- Marta Reyes

240 BALD HILL RD, WARWICK RI  WWW.SQUADLOCKER.COM  (401)427-9023
NO-LIMITS SUBLIMATION

STARTING AT $45.95 including standard decoration

240 BALD HILL RD, WARWICK RI WWW.SQUADLOCKER.COM (401)427-9023

UNDER ARMOUR

GAMETIME JERSEY
Smooth, durable open-hole mesh HeatGear fabric for the right ventilation, plus Elastic binding for snug fit around the arms.

Style Number Crew:  M #UJU1CM  W #UJU1CW  Y #UJU1CY
Style Number V-Neck:  M #UJU10M  W #UJU10W  Y #UJU10Y

UNDER ARMOUR

KEEPER JERSEY

Style Number:  M #UJU15M  W #UJU15W  Y #UJU15Y

UNDER ARMOUR

GAMETIME SHORT 2.0

Style Number:  M #UJU12M  W #UJU12W  Y #UJU12Y
FREESTYLE SUBLIMATED

V-NECK JERSEY

Keep your cool in our Sublimated Soccer Jersey. This jersey’s wicking and odor-resistant properties help keep you dry and comfortable. V Neck & Crew Neck available.

Style Number V Neck : M #321520
W #321522
Y #322520

Style Number Crew Neck : M #321510
Y #322510

SOCcer SHORTS

Keep your cool in our Sublimated Soccer Shorts. A 100% polyester wicking smooth knit holds the line against moisture and odors to help keep you dry & comfortable.

Style Number : M #321810
W #321812
Y #326810

UNDER ARMOUR

PRACTICE PINNIE

Loose fit; All colors/decoration in ArmourFuse.

Style Number : M #UJUJPPM

240 BALD HILL RD, WARWICK RI  WWW.SQUADLOCKER.COM  (401)427-9023
NEW MVP APPAREL

STARTING AT $36.95

including standard decoration

Eliminate the hassles of ordering uniforms and custom team gear - forever. SquadLocker’s MVP apparel solution removes the burden of back-ordered gear, long shipping windows, and complex returns so you can stay focused on what matters most, your team.

What’s so valuable about SquadLocker’s MVP?

- Ships in as fast as 5 days
  No more waiting through long turn times, or even longer shipping.

- MVP items are never back-ordered
  Don’t worry about late registrants, or lost items. MVP apparel is always in stock so your team can order any time they need.

- Hassle-free returns, guaranteed.
  A return policy? On a uniform? You heard that right! MVP items always come with hassle-free returns if you need them.

- No Minimum Orders
  Your team can shop all year long without a minimum order requirement. Worrying about late registrants is a thing of the past.

Recommended for your teams!
Prompt shipping, good products, and great customer service! I am a coach and SquadLocker has been great to deal with- nothing but positive reviews from our families!

- Matt Simmons
**THE MVP ALL-STAR KIT**

**STARTING AT $42.95**

*Ships in as fast as 5 days*

**Description:** The Ladies Maven Jersey is made of polyester/spandex knit moisture-wicking and odor resistant fabric. Styling: Ultra tight Ladies’ fit, V-neck collar and raglan sleeves. Designed to conform to NFHS specifications for a solid jersey. The Ladies Dare Shorts are made of heavyweight polyester/spandex knit moisture-wicking fabric with 4-way stretch for maximum mobility. Styling: Low rise, wide flat waistband for secure fit and comfort. Pricing includes decoration.

Style Number Jersey: W #1322  Y #1323  
Style Number Shorts: W #1232  G # 1233

**Colors:**

![Color options](image)

---

**THE MVP STARTER KIT**

**STARTING AT $36.95**

*Ships in as fast as 5 days*

**Description:** The Ladies Blash Jersey is made of 100% polyester wicking, odor resistant fabric. Contrast color collar and princess seams. The Ladies Dare Shorts are made of heavyweight polyester/spandex knit moisture-wicking fabric. Styling: Low rise, wide flat waistband for secure fit and comfort. Pricing includes decoration.

Style Number Jersey: W #1218  G #1219  
Style Number Shorts: W #1232  G #1233

**Colors:**

![Color options](image)
STOCK UNIFORMS

**THE POWERHOUSE KIT**

Starting at $51.95

The Under Armour Maquina VB Powerhouse jersey and Team Shorty are made of ultra-soft & smooth HeatGear fabric for extreme comfort with very little weight and features 4-way stretch moves better in every direction. Both are moisture-wicking and anti-odor.

- **Style Number Long Sleeve**: W #1326614
- **Style Number Short Sleeve**: W #1326615
- **Style Number Short**: W #1351243

**Color**: [Color Options]

**THE TRUHIT KIT**

Starting at $43.95

The Ladies Truhit Jersey & Shorts were built for maximum mobility and comfort. They wicks moisture away from the body and help you stay cool.

- **Style Number Long Sleeve**: W #342212
- **Style Number Short Sleeve**: W #342222
- **Style Number Short**: W #345592

**Color**: [Color Options]

**THE DIG KIT**

Starting at $33.95

The Alleson Women’s Dig Jersey features 100% extreme microfiber cationic colorfast polyester. The Badger Pro-Compression Women’s shorts are made of 90% Polyester/10% Spandex moisture management fabric. 3” inseam, badger heat seal logo on left hip, & 1.5” plush elastic waistband. They stretch to body fit.

- **Style Number Long Sleeve**: W #831VLJW
- **Style Number Short**: W #4629

**Color**: [Color Options]
UA SUBLIMATED UNIFORM KITS

STARTING AT $83.95
including standard decoration

UA SHOWTIME CREW NECK KIT
STARTING AT $83.95

Signature HeatGear® fabrication with 4-way stretch; mesh back panel for added breathability; 2-ply lower sleeves for added protection and durability.
Style Number Long Sleeve : W #UJVJ3LW
G #UJVJ3LG
Style Number Short Sleeve : W #UJVJ3SW
G #UJVJ3SG

UA SHOWTIME V NECK KIT
STARTING AT $83.95

Signature HeatGear® fabrication with 4-way stretch; mesh back panel for added breathability; 2-ply lower sleeves for added protection and durability.
Style Number Long Sleeve : W #UJVJ4LW
G #UJVJ4LG
Style Number Short Sleeve : W #UJVJ4SW
G #UJVJ4SG

UNDER ARMOUR

LINE SHOT SHORT
Style Number : W #UJVSC5W  G #UJVSC5G

UNDER ARMOUR

LINE SHOT SHORT
Style Number : W #UJVSC5W  G #UJVSC5G

240 BALD HILL RD, WARWICK RI
WWW.SQUADLOCKER.COM
(401)427-9023

[4-way stretch knit fabric. Cutting edge pad placement to allow maximum protection and mobility. Built-in hip, tail, thigh, and knee pads.]

[4-way stretch knit fabric. Cutting edge pad placement to allow maximum protection and mobility. Built-in hip, tail, thigh, and knee pads.]
SUBLIMATED UNIFORMS

STARTING AT $44.95
including standard decoration

LADIES FREESTYLE
SUBLIMATED SHORT SLEEVE

The Ladies Sublimated Short Sleeve Jersey’s polyester/spandex knit lets you move freely while wicking moisture away, and raglan sleeves allow for greater range of motion.

Style Number Short Sleeve : W #341110
G #228459
Style Number Long Sleeve : W #228359
G #344110

HUDDLE STRETCH
POLYESTER DAZZLE JERSEY

The Ladies Sublimated Cap Sleeve Jersey’s polyester/spandex knit lets you move freely while wicking moisture away, and raglan sleeves allow for greater range of motion.

Style Number : W #228358 G #228458

HIGH FIVE
TRUHIT SHORTS

The Ladies Truhit Volleyball Shorts were built for maximum mobility and comfort. They wick moisture away from the body and help you stay cool.

Style Number : W #345592 G #345592
Color :

LADIES FREESTYLE
SUBLIMATED SHORT SLEEVE

The Ladies Sublimated Short Sleeve Jersey’s polyester/spandex knit lets you move freely while wicking moisture away, and raglan sleeves allow for greater range of motion.

Style Number Short Sleeve : W #341110
G #228459
Style Number Long Sleeve : W #228359
G #344110

HUDDLE STRETCH
POLYESTER DAZZLE JERSEY

The Ladies Sublimated Cap Sleeve Jersey’s polyester/spandex knit lets you move freely while wicking moisture away, and raglan sleeves allow for greater range of motion.

Style Number : W #228358 G #228458

HIGH FIVE
TRUHIT SHORTS

The Ladies Truhit Volleyball Shorts were built for maximum mobility and comfort. They wick moisture away from the body and help you stay cool.

Style Number : W #345592 G #345592
Color :

Best Company for Sports Gear
I have worked with several companies to supply gear for my kids’ sports teams but none have even come close to SquadLocker’s service or product offering. Their customer service is exceptional.

- David Frye
FIELD HOCKEY
I was creating a new store and had (literally) a million questions and requests from design help, to store inventory, to basic fundraising questions. SquadLocker answered all my questions, resolved some minor issues we were having with our logo and now everything is up and running smoothly and our products look amazing. I could not be happier with this company. Thank you so much for making this SO easy to set up!

- Kathleen Mason
The Ladies Pulse Team Shorts are made of 100% polyester and have a moisture wicking liner. Styling: low rise, covered elastic waistband with inside drawcord, inside key pocket, inner brief with leg elastic, contrast color inserts and binding, 4-inch inseam.

Style Number Shorts : W #1265 G #1266
Color : [color options]

These Game Day Socks are made of 91% nylon/5% polyester/4% elastic. Styling: Tube sock, fit is slightly below the knee.

Style Number Shorts : #6020
Color : [color options]
The Augusta Ladies Full Force Tank is made of 100% polyester propelit micromesh wicking knit. This double layer ladies fit features a tagless label, v-neck collar, contrast color inserts & raceback styling.

The Full Force Skort is an 84% polyester/16% spandex knit kilt and is moisture-wicking & odor resistant. It has a low rise fit, wide flat waistband for secure fit and comfort and hidden possession pocket in waistband.

Style Number Jersey : #1672
Style Number Short : #2440
Color :  

The Under Armour Empire Racerback & Kilt are made of breathable allover jacquard mesh; They feature a solid body with contrast color side inserts. Additionally, the kilt features an encased elastic waistband & wordmark detail with 2 rows of grippy to keep kilt in place with with internal flat lace drawcord.

Style Number Jersey : #ULV151W
Style Number Short : #ULK550W
Color :  

The Adidas Primeknit Jersey is made of 100% Nylon PRIMEKNIT. It features body mapped ventilation zones, semi-fitted ribbing on sides, and contrast heat transfer adidas logo. The Finalizer Kilt is a 4-way stretch knit game pant and features an interior elastic waistband with UA Grippy to hold in the jersey.

Style Number Jersey : #1479
Style Number Shorts : #147C
Color :  

The Augusta Ladies Full Force Tank is made of 100% polyester propelit micromesh wicking knit. This double layer ladies fit features a tagless label, v-neck collar, contrast color inserts & raceback styling. The Full Force Skort is an 84% polyester/16% spandex knit kilt and is moisture-wicking & odor resistant. It has a low rise fit, wide flat waistband for secure fit and comfort and hidden possession pocket in waistband.

Style Number Jersey : #1672
Style Number Short : #2440
Color :  

Stock Uniform Kits

Starting at $48.95
Including standard decoration

THE EMPIRE KIT

Starting at $59.95

The Under Armour Empire Racerback & Kilt are made of breathable allover jacquard mesh; They feature a solid body with contrast color side inserts. Additionally, the kilt features an encased elastic waistband & wordmark detail with 2 rows of grippy to keep kilt in place with with internal flat lace drawcord.

Style Number Jersey : #ULV151W
Style Number Short : #ULK550W
Color :  

THE PRIMEKNIT KIT

Starting at $85.95

The Adidas Primeknit Jersey is made of 100% Nylon PRIMEKNIT. It features body mapped ventilation zones, semi-fitted ribbing on sides, and contrast heat transfer adidas logo. The Finalizer Kilt is a 4-way stretch knit game pant and features an interior elastic waistband with UA Grippy to hold in the jersey.

Style Number Jersey : #1479
Style Number Shorts : #147C
Color :  

THE FULL FORCE KIT

Starting at $59.95

The Augusta Ladies Full Force Tank is made of 100% polyester propelit micromesh wicking knit. This double layer ladies fit features a tagless label, v-neck collar, contrast color inserts & raceback styling. The Full Force Skort is an 84% polyester/16% spandex knit kilt and is moisture-wicking & odor resistant. It has a low rise fit, wide flat waistband for secure fit and comfort and hidden possession pocket in waistband.

Style Number Jersey : #1672
Style Number Short : #2440
Color :
The Alleson Cage Game Tank & Kilt are constructed with fabrics that give maximum weight reduction and abrasion resistance for durability and performance. The tank is waist length and the kilt features a covered elastic waistband; NFHS legal.

**Style Number Jersey:** W #LJ101W  
G #LJ101G  

**Style Number Shorts:** W #LK301W  
G #LK301G  

**Color:**  
-  
-  
-  
-  
-  

---

**SquadLocker is unbelievably easy to work with and I recommend them to anyone I meet. Their reps bend over backward to help with whatever they can. I have made two stores and both experiences have been awesome. The company is accommodating, knowledgeable, and provides fast deliveries.**

- Jason Brisini
SUBLIMATED UNIFORM KITS

STARTING AT $91.95
including standard decoration

THE PRIMETIME V NECK KIT

STARTING AT $91.95

Jersey features super-soft & breathable allover pin-dot mesh construction; classic bomber crew inspired neck; shaped hem. Short features super-soft & breathable allover pin-dot mesh construction; encased elastic waistband; notched hem for added breathability and mobility.

Style Number Jersey : #UJLJP2W
Style Number Short   : #UJLSP1W

THE PRIMETIME RACERBACK KIT

STARTING AT $91.95

Super-soft & breathable allover pin-dot mesh construction; classic bomber crew inspired neck; shaped hem. Kilt features super-soft & breathable allover pin-dot mesh construction; encased elastic waistband; notched hem for added breathability and mobility.

Style Number Jersey : #UJLJP1W
Style Number Short   : #UJLKP1W
UNDER ARMOUR

SHOWTIME RACERBACK

Signature 4-way stretch HeatGear front, ventilated mesh back for optimal performance; updated neckline construction. Available in racerback or short sleeve.

Style Number Racerback: #UJLVS1W
Style Number Short Sleeve: #UJLJS1W

UNDER ARMOUR

SHOWTIME KILT

Signature 4-way stretch HeatGear front, ventilated mesh side inserts for optimal performance; zero-distraction mesh waistband.

Style Number: #UJLKS1W

UNDER ARMOUR

1-PLY REVERSIBLE

1-ply reversible lightweight mock mesh; smooth knit binding allows for reverse color contrast; classic racerback design & scoop neck collar.

Style Number: W #UJLRH2W
G #UJLRH2G

UNDER ARMOUR

SHOWTIME SHORT

Signature 4-way stretch HeatGear front, ventilated mesh side inserts for optimal performance; zero-distraction mesh waistband.

Style Number: #UJLSS1W
NEW MVP APPAREL

STARTING AT $44.95
including standard decoration

Eliminate the hassles of ordering uniforms and custom team gear - forever. SquadLocker’s MVP apparel solution removes the burden of back-ordered gear, long shipping windows, and complex returns so you can stay focused on what matters most, your team.

What’s so valuable about SquadLocker’s MVP?

- Ships in as fast as 5 days
  No more waiting through long turn times, or even longer shipping.

- MVP items are never back-ordered
  Don’t worry about late registrants, or lost items. MVP apparel is always in stock so your team can order any time they need.

- Hassle-free returns, guaranteed.
  A return policy? On a uniform? You heard that right! MVP items always come with hassle-free returns if you need them.

- No Minimum Orders
  Your team can shop all year long without a minimum order requirement. Worrying about late registrants is a thing of the past.

“

This is an amazing concept & well executed! I love the availability of an online shop with customized products for your team. The product quality is good and comes from trusted brands, and the entire process is very well done. For a coach/player for multiple teams, this has been and will continue to be a tremendous resource to get quality equipment!

- Nathan Egland
**THE MVP ALL-STAR KIT**

**STARTING AT $44.95**

Ships in as fast as 5 days

Description: With a 100% polyester wicking knit and 100% polyester wicking duo knit inserts, this tailored-fit jersey and short keeps you dry, pulling moisture away from the body.

Style Number Jersey: Y #1731, M #1732
Style Number Short: Y #1732, M #1733

Colors:

- Black
- Light Blue
- Blue
- Green
- Red
- White
- Gray
- Maroon
- Orange
- Purple
- Yellow
- Gray

---

**THE MVP STARTER KIT**

**STARTING AT $63.95**

Ships in as fast as 5 days

Description: Home and away reversible jersey and shorts allow for the full package with just two items! Price includes standard decoration.

Style Number Jersey: M #152, W #154, Y #153
Style Number Shorts: M #1406, Y #1407

Colors: REVERSIBLE
The Next Flex Reversible Jersey is made of 100% Polyester Pique knit fabric and features contrast colorblocking at neck sides.

Style Number: M #UKJ130M
Y #UKJ130Y

Color:

The Next Tip-Off Short is made of 100% Polyester Pique knit fabric and features contrast colorblocking at sides, a 9” inseam (men), 7” inseam (youth).

Style Number: M #UKS529M
Y #UKS529Y

Color:

We love SquadLocker!
They’re so helpful and customer service was great. Variety is huge and easy to pick. Fundraising is also great. Definitely a good choice.

- Auburn Youth Basketball
SUBLIMATED UNIFORM KITS

STARTING AT $59.95
including standard decoration

SUBLIMATED UNIFORM KITS

THE GAMETIME KIT

STARTING AT $88.95

Signature 4-way stretch Heatgear. Updated athletic fit for zero distractions. Shorts feature signature 4-way stretch Heatgear; 9” men’s standard inseam, 7” women’s and youth inseam; updated athletic fit for zero distractions.

Style Number Jersey : M #UJKJG1M
Y #UJKJG1Y
W #UJKJG1W

Style Number Short : M #UJKSG1M
Y #UJKSG1Y
W #UJKSG1W

THE FREESTYLE KIT

STARTING AT $59.95

Stay cool and comfortable in our Sublimated Lightweight Basketball Jersey and Shorts. Dry-Excel™ Micro Interlock boasts maximum stretch and snag resistance.

Style Number Jersey : M #228110
Y #228218
W #228310

Style Number Short : M #228111
Y #228220
W #228311
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We were looking for a company that could provide team and individual merchandise for our Spring and Summer tournament hockey team. Squadlocker provides a great selection of name brand and less expensive brand apparel... the quality of the embroidery is great!

- Coach Kiley
NO-LIMITS SUBLIMATION KITS

STARTING AT $76.95
including standard decoration

CHAMPRO
JUICE V-NECK
Traditional fit jersey with V-neck, round yoke and back shirt tail hem.
Style Number: M #JHKJ1, Y #JHKJ1Y

CHAMPRO
JUICE LACE COLLAR
Traditional fit jersey with lace up v-neck, round yoke and back shirt tail hem.
Style Number: M #JHKJ1L, Y #JHKJ1LY

CHAMPRO
JUICE REVERSIBLE
Traditional fit reversible jersey with V-neck, round yoke and back shirt tail hem.
Style Number: M #JHKJ2, Y #JHKJ2Y
CHAMPRO

JUICE KEYHOLE COLLAR

Traditional fit jersey with keyhole neck, round yoke and back shirt tail hem.

Style Number: M #JHKJ1K, Y #JHKJ1KY

CHAMPRO

JUICE HOCKEY SOCKS

Elastic at top and bottom hems, rounded loop tape at front and back legs.

Style Number: M #JHKS1, Y #JHKS1Y
WRESTLING
SUBLIMATED UNIFORMS

STARTING AT $44.95 including standard decoration

UA GDS ARMOURFUSE SINGLET
STARTING AT $54.95

The GDS Armourfuse Singlet is made of lightweight Polyester/Spandex for breathability and exceptional durability.

Style Number : M #UW028SM
W #UW028SM
Y #UW028SY

UA GDS ARMOURFUSE SET
STARTING AT $54.95

The GDS Armourfuse Fighting Shirt is made of the Signature HeatGear 4-way stretch fabric and features a 3” drop tail for 2-piece regulatory compliance.

Style Number Shirt : M #UW032JM
W #W032JM
Y #W032JY

Style Number Shorts : M #UW033FM
W #W033FM

PROSPHERE FREESTYLE
STARTING AT $44.95

The Freestyle Singlet is fully customizable & comes in Premium Heavyweight Flex-Tuff and Base Flex-Tuff fabrics.

Style Number : M #S0160
Y #S0161
**PROSPHERE VARSITY**
**Starting at $44.95**
The Varsity Singlet is fully customizable & comes in Premium Heavyweight Flex-Tuff and Base Flex-Tuff fabrics.

*Style Number: M #S0160 Y #S0161*

---

**PROSPHERE ADVANTAGE**
**Starting at $44.95**
The Advantage Singlet is fully customizable & comes in Premium Heavyweight Flex-Tuff and Base Flex-Tuff fabrics.

*Style Number: M #S0160 Y #S0161*

---

**PROSPHERE ELIMINATOR**
**Starting at $44.95**
The Eliminator Singlet is fully customizable & comes in Premium Heavyweight Flex-Tuff and Base Flex-Tuff fabrics.

*Style Number: M #S0160 Y #S0161*

---

**PROSPHERE ENFORCER**
**Starting at $44.95**
The Enforcer Singlet is fully customizable & comes in Premium Heavyweight Flex-Tuff and Base Flex-Tuff fabrics.

*Style Number: M #S0160 Y #S0161*

---

**PROSPHERE MEDALIST**
**Starting at $44.95**
The Medalist Singlet is fully customizable & comes in Premium Heavyweight Flex-Tuff and Base Flex-Tuff fabrics.

*Style Number: M #S0160 Y #S0161*

---

**PROSPHERE TITAN**
**Starting at $44.95**
The Titan Singlet is fully customizable & comes in Premium Heavyweight Flex-Tuff and Base Flex-Tuff fabrics.

*Style Number: M #S0160 Y #S0161*
Easy to use!
Our store was easy to set up and adding products was simple. We needed a logo so I reached out to Squad-Locker for their free logo offer. Our Onboarding Specialist ... answered emails quickly and was effective with troubleshooting. We love our logo and can’t wait to launch our store!

- Crusader Wrestling
BASEBALL
I want to let everyone know how awesome Squad Locker was for me. I have a 12U travel baseball team and wanted to get some custom hats. I looked at other sites and companies and Squadlocker was over the top helpful.

- Kevin Mahoney
Jersey features 100% Polyester performance knit mock mesh, Fabric wicks sweat to keep you dry and at peak performance. Pants feature 100% Polyester double knit material and UA branded internal waistband.

**THE MVP ALL-STAR 2-BUTTON KIT**

**Starting at $52.95**

Ships in as fast as 5 days

Description: Jersey features 100% Polyester performance knit mock mesh, Fabric wicks sweat to keep you dry and at peak performance. Pants feature 100% Polyester double knit material and UA branded internal waistband.

Style Number Jersey:
- M #UBJ620M
- Y #UBJ620Y

Style Number Pants:
- M #UBP7W0M
- Y #UBP7W0Y

Color:
- Black
- Grey
- Green
- Red
- Blue

**THE MVP ALL-STAR CREW KIT**

**Starting at $46.95**

Ships in as fast as 5 days

Description: Jersey features 100% Polyester performance knit mock mesh, Fabric wicks sweat to keep you dry and at peak performance. Pants feature 100% Polyester double knit material and UA branded internal waistband.

Style Number Jersey:
- M #UBJ6C1M
- Y #UBJ6C1Y

Style Number Pants:
- M #UBP7K0M
- Y #UBP7K0Y

Color:
- Black
- Grey
- Green
- Red
- Blue
The Cutter is built to fit any budget, stays tucked in thanks to extra length, and features proprietary line of color secure® technology, is guaranteed to hold up to screen printing without color bleed.

**THE MVP STARTER CUTTER KIT**

*Starting at $41.95*

- **M** #1517
- **Y** #1518
- **M** #R13DBM
- **Y** #R13DBB

**Color:**

![Color options]

**Ships in as fast as 5 days**

The Cutter is built to fit any budget, stays tucked in thanks to extra length, and features proprietary line of color secure® technology, is guaranteed to hold up to screen printing without color bleed.

**THE MVP STARTER ATTAIN KIT**

*Starting at $40.95*

- **M** #1565
- **Y** #1566
- **M** #R13DBM
- **Y** #R13DBB

**Color:**

![Color options]

**Ships in as fast as 5 days**

Description: Jersey has color secure® technology helps prevent dye migration from screen printing. This 100% polyester wicking tee holds your team’s colors longer, workout after workout, event after event, and wash after wash.
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STOCK UNIFORM KITS

STARTING AT $36.95
including standard decoration

240 BALD HILL RD, WARWICK RI WWW.SQUADLOCKER.COM (401)427-9023

THE CRUSHER KIT

STARTING AT $44.95

The Alleson 2-Button Henley features 100% Extreme Mock Mesh Cationic Colorfast Poly with Moisture Management Fibers, Two Button Henley Insert Placket, and Self-Material Set In Collar. Crush pants feature 100% Dura-Stretch double-knit polyester and a relaxed fit wide leg with open hemmed bottom.

Style Number Jersey : M #529 Y #529Y
Style Number Pant   : M # 655WLP Y # 655WLPY

Color :

THE ALLESON CREW KIT

STARTING AT $36.95

The Alleson Crew Neck Jersey features 100% Cationic Diamond Mock Mesh Cationic Colorfast Polyester With Moisture Management Fibers and a Solid Color Diamond Knit Body With Contrast Color Modified Raglan Yoke And Set-In Sleeves. Crush pants feature 100% Dura-Stretch double-knit polyester and a relaxed fit wide leg with open hemmed bottom.

Style Number Jersey : M #532CJ Y #532CJY
Style Number Pant   : M # 655WLP Y # 655WLPY

Color :
**THE UA PLACKET KIT**

**Starting at $81.95**

Customizable jersey with Faux Placket front closure with functional top two buttons. UA Next Open Bottom Pant features 100% Polyester double knit material and UA branded internal waistband. Braided version uses 3/16” braid.

Style Number Jersey: #UJBJX1M  #UJBJX1Y  
Style Number Pant: #UBP7W0M  # UBP7W0Y

---

**THE UA GAMETIME V-NECK KIT**

**Starting at $67.95**

Customizable jersey features 87% Polyester, 13% Elastane - Utility Mesh. UA Next Open Bottom Pant features 100% Polyester double knit material and UA branded internal waistband. Braided version uses 3/16” braid.

Style Number Jersey: #UJBIV2M  #UJBIV2Y  
Style Number Pant: #UBP7W0M  # UBP7W0Y

---

"Amazing customer service!!
I had the best experience with SquadLocker. [They were] so helpful and willing to help me find the products I was looking for to add to my store. Also asked me lots of questions to make sure I found the perfect things for our baseball store. Thanks!!!

- Becky Reid"
THE FULL-BUTTON KIT

STARTING AT $91.95

Customizable jersey features 87% Polyester, 13% Elastane - Utility Mesh. UA Next Open Bottom Pant features PRO-CLASSIC, 100% polyester, double knit is a pro-weight fabric that is knit to allow two-way stretch, and is highly abrasion resistant.

Style Number Jersey: M #J-BS6ACA Y #J-BS6ACY
Style Number Pant: M #J-BP2A Y #J-BP2Y

THE FAUX-BUTTON KIT

STARTING AT $91.95

Customizable jersey features 87% Polyester, 13% Elastane - Utility Mesh. UA Next Open Bottom Pant features PRO-CLASSIC, 100% polyester, double knit is a pro-weight fabric that is knit to allow two-way stretch, and is highly abrasion resistant.

Style Number Jersey: M #J-BS13ACA Y #J-BS13ACY
Style Number Pant: M #J-BP3A Y #J-BP3Y

THE TWO-BUTTON KIT

STARTING AT $81.95

Customizable jersey features 87% Polyester, 13% Elastane - Utility Mesh. UA Next Open Bottom Pant features Sliding areas and knees are reinforced with double-ply fabric. Grip Strips on the waistband keep your jersey tucked.

Style Number Jersey: M #J-BS7ACA Y #J-BS7ACY
Style Number Pant: M #J-BP3A Y #J-BP3Y

THE TRADITIONAL KIT

STARTING AT $81.95

Customizable jersey features 87% Polyester, 13% Elastane - Utility Mesh. UA Next Open Bottom Pant features Sliding areas and knees are reinforced with double-ply fabric. Grip Strips on the waistband keep your jersey tucked.

Style Number Jersey: M #J-BS4ACA Y #J-BS4ACY
Style Number Pant: M #J-BP3A Y #J-BP3Y
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THE HOLLOWAY FULL KIT

STARTING AT $70.95

Dry-Excel™ polyester Pin-Dot Mesh delivers superior ventilation to help keep you cool through the final inning. Freestyle Sublimation lets you create a custom look that will stand the test of time.

Style Number Jersey: M #228130 Y #228230
Style Number Pant: M #R13DBM Y #R13DBB

THE HOLLOWAY V-NECK KIT

STARTING AT $45.95

Dry-Excel™ polyester Pin-Dot Mesh delivers superior ventilation to help keep you cool through the final inning. Freestyle Sublimation lets you create a custom look that will stand the test of time.

Style Number Jersey: M #228139 Y #228239
Style Number Pant: M #R13DBM Y #R13DBB

THE HOLLOWAY TWO KIT

STARTING AT $57.95

Dry-Excel™ polyester Pin-Dot Mesh delivers superior ventilation to help keep you cool through the final inning. Freestyle Sublimation lets you create a custom look that will stand the test of time.

Style Number Jersey: M #228138 Y #228238
Style Number Pant: M #R13DBM Y #R13DBB

THE HOLLOWAY CREW KIT

STARTING AT $43.95

Dry-Excel™ polyester Pin-Dot Mesh delivers superior ventilation to help keep you cool through the final inning. Freestyle Sublimation lets you create a custom look that will stand the test of time.

Style Number Jersey: M #228137 Y #228237
Style Number Pant: M #R13DBM Y #R13DBB
Eliminate the hassles of ordering uniforms and custom team gear - forever. SquadLocker’s MVP apparel solution removes the burden of back-ordered gear, long shipping windows, and complex returns so you can stay focused on what matters most, your team.

What’s so valuable about SquadLocker’s MVP?

- Ships in as fast as 5 days
  No more waiting through long turn times, or even longer shipping.

- MVP items are never back-ordered
  Don’t worry about late registrants, or lost items. MVP apparel is always in stock so your team can order any time they need.

- Hassle-free returns, guaranteed.
  A return policy? On a uniform? You heard that right! MVP items always come with hassle-free returns if you need them.

- No Minimum Orders
  Your team can shop all year long without a minimum order requirement. Worrying about late registrants is a thing of the past.

“
So helpful in guiding me with the set up of our softball league store. Prompt in responding to emails, answered all of my questions in a way I can understand not being super technical, and over all a pleasure.

- Susie
Jersey features 100% Polyester performance knit mock mesh, Moisture management to keep you dry and at peak performance. Pants feature 100% Polyester double knit material and UA branded internal waistband.

Style Number Jersey : W #USJ620W  
G #USJ620G

Style Number Pants : W #USP7C0W  
G #USP7C0G

Color :

---

Jersey features 100% Polyester pique knit, and offers moisture management to keep you dry and at peak performance. Pants feature 100% Polyester double knit material and UA branded internal waistband.

Style Number Jersey : W #USJ6V0W  
G #USJ6V0G

Style Number Pants : W #USP7C0W  
G #USP7C0G

Color :
NEW MVP APPAREL CONTINUED

THE MVP STARTER ATTAIN KIT
STARTING AT $40.95

Ships in as fast as 5 days

Description: We have a go-to team player for you with the Ladies Attain Two-Button Jersey. Pant features low rise cut, elastic waistband with inside drawcord, tunnel belt loops, two-snap closure, and zipper fly.

Style Number Jersey: W #1567
G #1566
Style Number Pants: W #1240
G #1241

Color: [Color options provided]

THE MVP STARTER L CUTTER KIT
STARTING AT $41.95

Ships in as fast as 5 days

Description: Lightweight, high-performance women's softball shirt from Augusta Sportswear. The Cutter is built to fit any budget, and stays tucked in thanks to extra length. Pant features low rise cut, elastic waistband with inside drawcord, tunnel belt loops, two-snap closure, and zipper fly.

Style Number Jersey: M #1565
Y #1566
Style Number Pants: M #R13DBM
Y #R13DBB

Color: [Color options provided]
SUBLIMATED UNIFORM KITS

STARTING AT $48.95
including standard decoration

**THE UA FAUX PLACKET KIT**

STARTING AT $76.95

Customizable jersey with Faux Placket front closure with functional top two buttons. UA Next Women’s Softball Bottom Pant features 100% Polyester double knit and UA branded internal waistband.

Style Number Jersey: #UJSJX1W #UJBX1Y
Style Number Pant: #USP7C0W #USP7C0G

**THE UA GAMETIME V-NECK KIT**

STARTING AT $67.95

Customizable jersey features 87% Polyester, 13% Elastane - Utility Mesh. UA Next Women’s Softball Bottom Pant features 100% Polyester double knit and UA branded internal waistband.

Style Number Jersey: #UJSJV2W #UJBV2Y
Style Number Pant: #USP7C0W #UBP7W0Y

"Had a great experience with logo creation! Had a great experience with logo creation with the SquadLocker design team. Very good communication and fast updates.

- STORM softball"
SUBLIMATED UNIFORM KITS CONTINUED

THE FULL-BUTTON KIT

STARTING AT $87.95

Customizable jersey - Women’s cut full-button jersey with short sleeves. Mid-weight dri-gear 100% polyester fabric.

Style Number Jersey: W#J-SBJ8ACW  Y#J-SBJ8ACG
Style Number Pant: W #J-SBP1W  G #J-SBP1G

THE TWO-BUTTON KIT

STARTING AT $84.95

Customizable jersey - Women’s cut two-button jersey with short sleeves. Mid-weight dri-gear 100% polyester fabric.

Style Number Jersey: W#J-SBJ7ACW  Y#J-SBJ7ACG
Style Number Pant: W #J-SBP1W  G #J-SBP1G

THE RACERBACK KIT

STARTING AT $79.95

Customizable jersey - Women’s cut with modified racerback style. Full dye, cut, and sew sublimation

Style Number Jersey: W #J-SBJ1ACW  G# J-SBJ1ACG
Style Number Pant: W #J-SBP2W  G # J-SBP2G
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THE PIN-DOT KIT

**STARTING AT $65.95**

Jersey and short feature Dry-Excel™ polyester. Pin-Dot Mesh delivers superior ventilation to help keep you cool through the final inning. FreeStyle Sublimation lets you create a custom look that will stand the test of time.

Style Number Jersey: W #228354 G #228454
Style Number Pant: W #228336 G #228436

---

THE TWO-BUTTON KIT

**STARTING AT $57.95**

Jersey features Dry-Excel™ polyester wicking smooth knit to fight odors and wick moisture. FreeStyle Sublimation lets you create a custom look that will stand the test of time. Pant features low rise cut, elastic waistband with inside drawcord, tunnel belt loops, two-snap closure, and zipper fly.

Style Number Jersey: W #228332 G #228432
Style Number Pant: W #1240 G #1241

---

**“**

We started using SquadLocker for my daughter’s softball league apparel needs and the response from our parents/girls has been nothing but positive. Great selection, good pricing, and quick delivery...and great service when needed.

- Jim Becker

---

THE V-NECK KIT

**STARTING AT $48.95**

Jersey features Dry-Excel™ polyester wicking smooth knit to fight odors and wick moisture. FreeStyle Sublimation lets you create a custom look that will stand the test of time. Pant features low rise cut, elastic waistband with inside drawcord, tunnel belt loops, two-snap closure, and zipper fly.

Style Number Jersey: W #228335 G #228435
Style Number Pant: W #1240 G #1241

---
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LACROSSE - MENS
Amazing customer service

I have been working with SquadLocker to create a store for my program. I cannot say enough good things about their customer service. I never have to wait with the feature and they go above and beyond with getting things done in a timely manner. I am definitely going to make sure that from now on our program uses them for all of our fundraising options because they are super helpful and quick to get things done.

- Coach Ashley
**Jersey**

Jersey features warp-knit tricot mesh that is incredibly breathable, and a waist length lacrosse cut bottom hem. Short features 100% Ventilated Tricot Mesh Polyester with internal liner.

**Style Number Jersey**
- M #ULJ190M
- Y #ULJ190Y

**Style Number Pants**
- M #UKS590M
- Y #UKS590Y

**Color**
- Black
- Gray
- Blue
- Red
- Green

---

**Jersey**

Jersey features 100% Polyester mesh, 125 GSM. 100% polyester wicking knit shorts hold your team's colors longer, workout after workout and wash after wash.

**Style Number Jersey**
- M #9717
- Y #9718

**Style Number Pants**
- M #2782
- Y #2783

**Color**
- Black
- Blue
- Red
- Green
- Orange
- Pink
- Purple
- Gray
- Light Blue
- Pink

---

**THE MVP ALL-STAR GILLMAN KIT**

**Starting At $43.95**

Ships in as fast as 5 days

**Description**

Jersey features warp-knit tricot mesh that is incredibly breathable, and a waist length lacrosse cut bottom hem. Short features 100% Ventilated Tricot Mesh Polyester with internal liner.

**Style Number Jersey**
- M #ULJ190M
- Y #ULJ190Y

**Style Number Pants**
- M #UKS590M
- Y #UKS590Y

**Color**
- Black
- Gray
- Blue
- Red
- Green

---

**THE MVP STARTER REVERSIBLE KIT**

**Starting At $38.95**

Ships in as fast as 5 days

**Description**

Jersey features 100% Polyester mesh, 125 GSM. 100% polyester wicking knit shorts hold your team’s colors longer, workout after workout and wash after wash.

**Style Number Jersey**
- M #9717
- Y #9718

**Style Number Pants**
- M #2782
- Y #2783

**Color**
- Black
- Blue
- Red
- Green
- Orange
- Pink
- Purple
- Gray
- Light Blue
- Pink
STOCK UNIFORM KITS

STARTING AT $49.95
including standard decoration

STOCK UNIFORM KITS

THE FINALIZER KIT

STARTING AT $73.95

Jersey features 90% Polyester/10% elastane polyester interlock body and sleeves, contrast bonded taping on sleeve hem, contrast flatlock stitching on shoulder. Short features contrast bonded taping on hem and 90% polyester/10% elastane polyester interlock body.

Style Number Jersey : M #147D
Style Number Pant : M #147E

Color :  Black  White  Grey  Navy  Red

THE SLIDE KIT

STARTING AT $36.95

Jersey and shorts features best-in-class stock fabrications for all levels of play.

Style Number Jersey : M #ULJ150M Y #ULJ150Y
Style Number Pant : M #ULS550M Y #ULS550Y

Color :  Black  Blue  Red  Grey
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The team at Squadlocker is incredible. They helped our lacrosse organization fix our logo problems, create a store with items our teams are excited to buy, and they even helped us setup a special store for our coaches.

- Brian Corrigan

THE CAGE KIT

STARTING AT $36.95

Jersey features contrast color extreme pin dot mesh sleeve ends. Entire jersey is constructed with fabrics that give maximum weight reduction and abrasion resistance for durability and performance of fabrics. Straight hemmed bottom and sleeve ends. Shorts feature 100% polyester flat knit microfiber. 100% Extreme dazzle cationic colorfast polyester with moisture management.

Style Number Jersey : M #LJ101A Y #LJ101Y
Style Number Pant : M #LS201A Y #LS201Y

Color :  -  -  -  -
SUBLIMATED UNIFORM KITS

STARTING AT $68.95
including standard decoration

THE UA GAMETIME KIT
STARTING AT $91.95

Customizable jersey Fully sublimated utility mesh for all over ventilation. Sublimated sleeve cuffs and side panel that tie back to the collar striping. Short features fully sublimated utility mesh for all over ventilation. Lightweight training-inspired waistband.

Style Number Jersey: #UJLG1M #UJLG1Y
Style Number Pant: #UJLSG1M #UJLSG1Y

THE UA REVERSIBLE KIT
STARTING AT $82.95

Customizable jersey features 1-Ply reversible lightweight mock mesh and smooth knit binding allows for reverse color contrast. Short features fully sublimated utility mesh for all over ventilation. Lightweight training-inspired waistband.

Style Number Jersey: #UJRJ1M #UJRJ1Y
Style Number Pant: #UJLSG1M #UJLSG1Y
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The Short-Sleeve Kit

Starting at $77.95

Customizable jersey features fusion mesh material and a traditional fit. Short features 9" inseam for adult, or 7" for youth.

Style Number Jersey: M #JLJ6FMA Y #JLJ6FMY
Style Number Pant: M #JBBS6 Y #JBBS6Y

The Pinnie Kit

Starting at $71.95

Customizable jersey features fusion mesh material and a traditional fit. Short features 9" inseam for adult, or 7" for youth.

Style Number Jersey: M #JFLJ5A Y #JFLJ5Y
Style Number Pant: M #JBBS6 Y #JBBS6Y

The Collegiate Kit

Starting at $68.95

Customizable jersey features fusion mesh material and a traditional fit. Short features 9" inseam for adult, or 7" for youth.

Style Number Jersey: M #JLJ2A Y #JLJ2Y
Style Number Pant: M #JBBS11ZA Y #JBBS11ZY

Great Experience with SquadLocker!

Launching a new business, designing a logo (or alternative logo in this case), and putting a team store together can be a daunting task. Having a partner like SquadLocker has made a huge difference... Lil’ Ballers Lacrosse (LBL) is looking forward to working with Squad Locker in the years ahead.

- Peter Murphy, Lil’ Ballers Lacrosse (LBL)
Squadlocker is a great way to provide team gear for any youth sports team. The website is easy to navigate, there’s an abundance of options and their customer service is responsive and great to work with. I’ve set up two stores... and it has been seamless!

- M. M.

Style Number Jersey: M #ULJ190W
Y #ULJ190Y
Style Number Pants: M #1351232
Y #1351414

Color:

THE MVP ALL-STAR GILLMAN KIT

STARTING AT $49.95

Ships in as fast as 5 days

Description: Jersey features 100% Polyester mesh, 125 GSM. Shorts feature liner that wicks moisture. Low rise cut, covered elastic waistband with inside drawcord and inside key pocket.

Style Number Jersey: M #9719
Y #9718
Style Number Pants: M #1265
Y #1266

Color:

THE MVP STARTER REVERSIBLE KIT

STARTING AT $46.95

Ships in as fast as 5 days


Style Number Jersey: M #ULJ190W
Y #ULJ190Y
Style Number Pants: M #1351232
Y #1351414

Color:
**STOCK UNIFORM KITS**

**STARTING AT $44.95**
including standard decoration

**THE FINALIZER KIT**

STARTING AT $92.95

Jersey features 90% Polyester/ 10% Elastane Polyester Interlock body, contrast Bonded Taping on hem, contrast flatlock stitching on shoulder.
Kilt features adidas branding on interior of waistband and contrast bonded taping on hem

Style Number Jersey : W #1479
Style Number Pant : W # 147C

Color : □ □ □ □ □

**THE EMPIRE KIT**

STARTING AT $64.95

Jersey features breathable allover jacquard mesh; Solid body with contrast color side inserts. Kilt features contrast color side inserts; Encased elastic waistband with internal wordmark detail with 2 rows of grippy to keep kilt in place with flat lace drawcord

Style Number Jersey : W #ULV151W G #ULV151G
Style Number Pant : W #ULK550W G #ULK550G

Color : □ □ □ □ □
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The company is truly backed by an amazing staff, support system, instant chat, communication by any means (and replies are instant and attentive), TONS of choices within the system - which are instantly added to your storefront... Overall, this system works!

- Andover Area Lacrosse Association
SUBLIMATED UNIFORM KITS

THE UA SHOWTIME KIT
STARTING AT $59.95
including standard decoration

Customizable Armourfuse® racerback jersey with multiple design options. 4-way stretch HeatGear® fabric for optimal performance. Short features zero-distraction mesh waistband.

Style Number Jersey: #UJLRH2W #UJLRH2G
Style Number Pant: #UJLSS1W

GAME TIME SHORT-SLEEVE KIT
STARTING AT $81.95

Customizable jersey features 1-Ply reversible lightweight mock mesh and smooth knit binding allows for reverse color contrast. Short features fully sublimated utility mesh for all over ventilation. Lightweight training-inspired waistband.

Style Number Jersey: #UJLJG1W #UJLJG1G
Style Number Pant: #UJLSG1W #UJLSG1G
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THE JUICE PINNIE KIT
STARTING AT $70.95

Fully customizable jersey features zone tricot mesh with traditional fit. Short features fusion mesh and traditional fit. Inseam: 8” womens and 7” youth.

Style Number Jersey: W #JLP2FW Y #JLP2FG
Style Number Pant: W #JBB5W6W Y #JBB5W6G

THE UA RACERBACK KIT
STARTING AT $78.95

Customizable jersey features 4-way stretch flat knit. Streamlined fit to reduce all around volume. Kilt features 4-way stretch flat knit.

Style Number Jersey: W #UJLVG1W G #UJLVG1G
Style Number Pant: W #UJLKG1W G #UJLKG1G

THE HOLLOWAY CREW KIT
STARTING AT $59.95

Fully customizable jersey and kilt offer fabric options: active cloth, z-cloth, birds eye mesh, or blink mesh. Both cut in traditional fit.

Style Number Jersey: W #JSBJ1ACW G #JSBJ1ACG
Style Number Pant: W #JLK1
TRACK & FIELD
I was creating a new store and had (literally) a million questions and requests from design help, to store inventory, to just basic fundraising questions. SquadLocker answered all my questions, resolved some minor issues we were having with our logo and now everything is up and running smoothly and our products look amazing. I could not be happier with this company. Thank you so much for making this SO easy to set up!

- Kathleen Mason
Jersey features 100% polyester wicking knit with color secure® technology that helps prevent dye migration. Wicks moisture, tagless label, contrast color inserts. Short features covered elastic waistband with inside drawcord, matching inner brief with leg elastic & side vents.

- **Color:**
  - Style Number Jersey: M #343, W #348, Y #344
  - Style Number Pants: M #355, W #357, Y #356

**THE MVP ALL-STAR OVERSPEED KIT**

**STARTING AT $32.95**

Ships in as fast as 5 days

**Description:** Jersey features 100% polyester wicking knit with color secure® technology that helps prevent dye migration. Wicks moisture, tagless label, contrast color inserts. Short features covered elastic waistband with inside drawcord, matching inner brief with leg elastic & side vents.
STOCK UNIFORM KITS

STARTING AT $28.95
including standard decoration

THE UA KICK KIT

STARTING AT $49.95


Style Number Jersey : M #343
W #348

Style Number Pants : M #355
W #357

Color :  

THE TEAM 19 KIT

STARTING AT $47.95

Jersey features 100% Recycled Polyester Interlock body and side panels. Recycled Engineered Mesh full back panel. White raised elastic tape at forward front shoulders. Short features recycled engineered mesh upper side panel. Elastic tape waistband with no drawcord and inner brief.

Color :  

240 BALD HILL RD, WARWICK RI
WWW.SQUADLOCKER.COM
(401)427-9023
**THE ACCELERATE KIT**

**Starting at $31.95**

Jersey features 100% polyester wicking knit, wicks moisture, tagless label, and asymmetrical contrast color yoke. Short features covered elastic waistband with inside drawcord, matching inner brief with leg elastic and cooling side vents.

- **Style Number Jersey:**
  - M #352
  - W #354
  - Y #353

- **Style Number Pants:**
  - M #355
  - W #357
  - Y #356

- **Color:**

---

**THE STRIDE KIT**

**Starting at $28.95**

Jersey features Contrast side inserts and 100% polyester moisture management/antimicrobial performance fabric. Double-needle hem. Shorts feature 1" covered elastic waistband with drawcord and inner brief with elastic leg opening.

- **Style Number Jersey:**
  - M #8667
  - W #8967
  - Y #2667

- **Style Number Pants:**
  - M #7273
  - W #7274
  - Y #2273

- **Color:**
SUBLIMATED UNIFORM KITS

STARTING AT $53.95
including standard decoration

THE UA PRIMETIME KIT

STARTING AT $81.95

Customizable jersey features Smooth, lightweight knit fabric for superior performance and UA Reflexx Armourvent engineered jacquard mesh. Shorts feature 4-way stretch.

Style Number Jersey : M #UJTJ3M
W #UJTJ3W

Style Number Pants : M #UJTS1M
W #UJTS2W

THE UA SHOWTIME KIT

STARTING AT $76.95

Customizable jersey features signature lightweight 4-way stretch knit HeatGear® fabrication. Short features ultra lightweight and durable sublimated woven fabric with internal liner.

Style Number Jersey : M #UJTI1M
W #UJTI1W
Y #UJTI1Y

Style Number Pants : M #UJTS5PM
W #UJTS5PW
Y #UJTS5PY
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THE FITTED KIT
STARTING AT $61.95

Customizable jersey and short feature Dry-Excel™ performance fabric boasts maximum stretch and snag resistance while wicking sweat away from the body. FreeStyle Sublimation lets you create a custom look.

Style Number Jersey : M #228192
                      W #228392

Style Number Pants  : M #228193
                      W #228393

THE TRADITIONAL KIT
STARTING AT $53.95

Customizable jersey and short feature Dry-Excel™ performance fabric boasts maximum stretch and snag resistance while wicking sweat away from the body. FreeStyle Sublimation lets you create a custom look.

Style Number Jersey : M #228190
                      W #228390
                      Y #228290

Style Number Pants  : M #228191
                      W #228391
                      Y #228291
Apparel Ships in as Fast as 3 Days
Free Instant Store Set Up
Easy Fundraising
Direct-To-Player Apparel
No Minimum Orders
Stores Never Close
SPIRIT WEAR & PLAYER GEAR

FUFILL EVERY MEMBER OF YOUR COMMUNIT’S APPAREL NEEDS

No minimums
Buy even a single custom item

No compromises
All major brands and customization types

No waiting
Always open, fastest direct and contact-less delivery

Plus free fundraising and order insight tools for your league, team, club, or school.

With SquadLocker’s proprietary suite of solutions for large leagues and organizations, you’ll have more time for recruiting, more time for coaching, more time for cheering, and most importantly, more time for you.

Unified landing pages help you keep your teams organized, while collections and essential items ensure your players, parents, and fans know exactly which items are required or which are just for fun!
SINGLE UNIT PRICING!
NO MINIMUM ORDERS!

**Augusta Ladies Lux Tri-Blend Tank**
- Description: polyester/cotton/rayon tri-blend knit; scoop neck
- Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl, 3xl
- Color:

**Badger Core Tee**
- Description: Moisture-wicking; odor protection; UPF 30+
- Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
- Color:

**Russell Ladies Essential Tee**
- Description: Moisture-wicking; Longer length and bigger chest
- Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl, 3xl
- Color:

**Augusta Ladies Tri-Blend T-Shirt**
- Description: Moisture-wicking;
- Longer length and bigger chest
- Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
- Color:

**UA Locker 2.0 Longsleeve T**
- Description: Ultra-soft & natural feel; moisture-wicking; anti-odor
- Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl, 3xl
- Color:

**Badger B-Core Ladies Racerback Tank**
- Description: Moisture management/ antimicrobial performance fabric
- Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
- Color:

**UA Locker 2.0 T**
- Description: Ultra-soft & natural feel; moisture-wicking; anti-odor
- Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl, 3xl
- Color:

**Augusta Ladies Attain Wicking Long Sleeve Shirt**
- Description: Moisture-wicking;
- Longer length and bigger chest
- Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
- Color:

**Augusta Attain Wicking Long Sleeve Shirt**
- Description: Moisture-wicking;
- Longer length and bigger chest
- Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl, 3xl
- Color:
UA LOCKER JACQUARD LONGSLEEVE TEE
Description: Ultra-soft & natural feel; loose fit
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl, 3xl
Color:

$39.95

UA WOMEN’S LOCKER NOVELTY LONGSLEEVE TEE
Description: Ultra-soft & natural feel; moisture-wicking; anti-odor
Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

$39.95

UA LOCKER JACQUARD SHORTSLEEVE TEE
Description: Ultra-soft & natural feel; loose fit
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl, 3xl
Color:

$34.95

UA WOMEN’S LOCKER NOVELTY SHORTSLEEVE TEE
Description: Ultra-soft & natural feel; moisture-wicking; anti-odor
Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

$34.95

AUGUSTA YOUTH TRI-BLEND LONG SLEEVE CREW
Description: Loose fit; polyester/cotton/rayon tri-blend knit
Size: ys, ym, yl
Color:

$24.95

AUGUSTA TRI-BLEND LONG SLEEVE CREW
Description: Crew neck; polyester/cotton/rayon tri-blend knit
Size: m, xl, 2xl, 3xl, 4xl
Color:

$25.95

AUGUSTA LADIES LUX TRI-BLEND LONG SLEEVE SHIRT
Description: Crew neck; polyester/cotton/rayon tri-blend knit
Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

$25.95

RUSSELL ESSENTIAL LONG SLEEVE TEE
Description: Moisture-wicking; odor protection; UPF 30+
Size: m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

$22.95

Description:
Loose fit; polyester/cotton/rayon tri-blend knit
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl, 3xl
Color:

$22.95

Description:
Crew neck; polyester/cotton/rayon tri-blend knit
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

$22.95

Description:
Loose fit; polyester/cotton/rayon tri-blend knit
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

$22.95

$34.95

$25.95

$22.95
UA TRIPLE DOUBLE SHORT
Description: 100% Ventilated tricot mesh polyester inner liner; 9” inseam.
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

RUSSELL ESSENTIAL TEE
Description: Moisture-wicking; odor protection; UPF 30+
Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

RUSSELL LADIES ESSENTIAL TEE
Description: Moisture-wicking; odor protection; UPF 30+
Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

AUGUSTA LADIES TRI-BLEND T-SHIRT
Description: Crew neck; polyester/cotton/rayon tri-blend knit
Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

AUGUSTA YOUTH TRI-BLEND T-SHIRT
Description: Crew neck; polyester/cotton/rayon tri-blend knit
Size: ys, ym, yl
Color:

RUSSELL ESSENTIAL HOODIE
Description: 100% polyester; 3-piece hood for easy layering; Front pocket
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl, 3xl
Color:

RUSSELL LADIES ESSENTIAL HOODIE
Description: Crossover hood; thumb holes on sleeves
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl, 3xl
Color:

HOLLOWAY LADIES ADVOCATE HOODIE
Description: Moisture-wicking; front pouch pocket
Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

HOLLOWAY GIRLS ADVOCATE HOODIE
Description: Crossover hood; thumb holes on sleeves
Size: ys, ym, yl
Color:

HOLLOWAY LADIES ADVOCATE HOODIE
Description: Moisture-wicking; front pouch pocket
Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

HOLLOWAY LADIES ADVOCATE HOODIE
Description: Moisture-wicking; front pouch pocket
Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

SINGLE UNIT PRICING!
NO MINIMUM ORDERS!
UA TERRY FLEECE ANORAK
Description: Material wicks sweat & dries fast; front kangaroo pocket
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

$74.95

UA WOMEN’S TERRY FLEECE BLOCKED HOODIE
Description: Material wicks sweat & dries fast; front kangaroo pocket
Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

$74.95

PACIFIC HEADWEAR TRUCKER FLEXFIT
Description: Mid-profile crown, closed back & curved visor
Size: s/m, l/xl, youth
Color:

$22.95

PACIFIC HEADWEAR M2 PERFORMANCE FLEXFIT CAP
Description: Anti-microbial, Moisture-wicking, Stain-resistant
Size: s/m, l/xl, youth
Color:

$16.95

HOLLOWAY ENGAGER BEANIE
Description: Two layers of 100% acrylic knit. Two color striped pattern
Size: OSFA
Color:

$19.95

PACIFIC HEADWEAR TRUCKER SNAPBACK
Description: Mid-profile crown, snap-back adjustable & curved visor
Size: OSFA
Color:

$27.95

AUGUSTA LADIES PULSE SHORTS
Description: Low rise fit; inside drawcord, inside key pocket
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

$28.95

AUGUSTA GIRLS PULSE TEAM SHORTS
Description: Low rise fit; inside drawcord, inside key pocket
Size: ys, ym, yl
Color:

$24.95

RUSSELL DRI-POWER® ESSENTIAL PERFORMANCE SHORTS WITH POCKETS
Description: Moisture-wicking; elastic waistband; side seam pockets
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl, 3xl
Color:
BADGER B-CORE 9 INCH SHORT

Description: 100% Polyester moisture management/antimicrobial
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl, 3xl

Color: 

Price: $22.95

RUSSELL YOUTH DRI-POWER® ESSENTIAL PERFORMANCE SHORTS WITH POCKETS

Description: Moisture-wicking; elastic waistband; side seam pockets
Size: ys, ym, yl, yxl

Color: 

Price: $19.95

UA LOCKER 9” POCKETED SHORT

Description: Internal drawcord; open hand pockets; anti-odor
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl, 3xl

Color: 

Price: $34.95

AUGUSTA LONGER LENGTH ATTAIN SHORTS

Description: Inside drawcord; moisture-wicking
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl, 3xl

Color: 

Price: $19.95

AUGUSTA YOUTH LONGER LENGTH ATTAIN SHORTS

Description: Inside drawcord; moisture-wicking
Size: ys, ym, yl

Color: 

Price: $22.95

UA WOMEN’S WOVEN TRAINING SHORT

Description: Sweat-wicking; internal drawcord; open hand pockets
Size: xs, s, m, l, xl

Color: 

Price: $35.95

UA HUSTLE FLEECE PANT

Description: Cotton-blend fleece; wicks sweat & dries fast; hand pockets
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl

Color: 

Price: $49.95

AUGUSTA WICKING FLEECE SWEATPANT

Description: Internal drawcord; side seam pockets; open bottom
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl, 3xl

Color: 

Price: $34.95

BOXERCRAFT ADULT PLAID Flannel PANT

Description: Super-soft 4oz 100% cotton flannel; features pockets
Size: s, m, l, xl

Color: 

Price: $34.95

SINGLE UNIT PRICING!
NO MINIMUM ORDERS!
RUSSELL DRI-POWER® OPEN BOTTOM POCKET SWEATPANTS
Description: Internal drawcord, open bottoms; open side pockets
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl, 3xl
Color:

$27.95

UA TERRY FLEECE JOGGER
Description: Tapered leg fit with elastic cuffs; open hand pockets
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl, 3xl
Color:

$69.95

UA WOMEN’S TERRY FLEECE JOGGER
Description: Tapered leg fit with self cuffs; open hand pockets
Size: xs, s, m, l, xl
Color:

$69.95

UA TEAM PERFORMANCE POLO
Description: Smooth, soft anti-pick, anti-pill fabric; anti-odor
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl, 3xl
Color:

$59.95

RUSSELL ESSENTIAL POLO
Description: Moisture-wicking technology; odor protection; UPF 30+
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl, 3xl
Color:

$32.95

RUSSELL LADIES ESSENTIAL POLO
Description: Moisture-wicking technology; odor protection; UPF 30+
Size: s, m, l, xl
Color:

$32.95

UA WOMEN’S TEAM PERFORMANCE POLO
Description: Smooth, soft anti-pick, anti-pill fabric; anti-odor
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

$59.95

UA TEAM HUSTLE 3.0 BACKPACK
Description: Water resistant finish; soft-lined laptop sleeve
Size: osfa
Color:

$59.95

SPORT-TEK RIVAL CINCH PACK
Description: Front pocket with double side entry; diamond texture
Size: osfa
Color:

$25.95
SINGLE UNIT PRICING!
NO MINIMUM ORDERS!

PORT AUTHORITY TWO-TONE COLORBLOCK TOTE
Description: Zippered opening, pen loop on handle; 13.75”h x 14”w x 4.25”d
Size: osfa
Color:  

UA UNDENIABLE MEDIUM DUFFEL
Description: Adjustable shoulder strap; gusseted shoe/laundry pocket
Size: osfa
Color:  

HOLLOWAY LEAGUE DUFFEL BAG
Description: Water-resistant; large u-shaped opening; detachable strap
Size: osfa
Color:  

THE NORTH FACE® CONNECTOR BACKPACK
Description: Adjustable, padded, shoulder strap; shoe/laundry pocket
Size: osfa
Color:  

UA UNDENIABLE 3.0 MEDIUM DUFFEL
Description: Adjustable, padded, shoulder strap; shoe/laundry pocket
Size: osfa
Color:  

HIGH FIVE ALL-SPORT BACKPACK
Description: Large compartment; side panel for bottle or lacrosse stick
Size: osfa
Color:  

UA LOCKER 1/4 ZIP
Description: Quick-drying UA Tech™ fabric; ultra-soft; anti-odor
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl, 3xl
Color:  

BADGER TONAL BLEND LADIES 1/4 ZIP
Description: Moisture management/antimicrobial fabric; Thumb holes
Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:  

AUGUSTA YOUTH ATTAIN 1/4 ZIP PULLOVER
Description: Moisture-wicking true hue technology™; quarter zip style
Size: ys, ym, yl
Color:  

Prices:
PORT AUTHORITY TWO-TONE COLORBLOCK TOTE $25.95
UA UNDENIABLE MEDIUM DUFFEL $49.95
HOLLOWAY LEAGUE DUFFEL BAG $42.95
THE NORTH FACE® CONNECTOR BACKPACK $62.95
UA UNDENIABLE 3.0 MEDIUM DUFFEL $49.95
HIGH FIVE ALL-SPORT BACKPACK $37.95
UA LOCKER 1/4 ZIP $44.95
BADGER TONAL BLEND LADIES 1/4 ZIP $39.95
AUGUSTA YOUTH ATTAIN 1/4 ZIP PULLOVER $26.95
UA WOMEN’S LOCKER 1/2 ZIP
Description: Quick-drying UA Tech™ fabric; ultra-soft; thumb holes
Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color: 

$44.95

AUGUSTA ATTAIN 1/4 ZIP PULLOVER
Description: Moisture-wicking true hue technology™; quarter zip style
Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color: 

AUGUSTA LADIES ATTAIN 1/4 ZIP PULLOVER
Description: Moisture-wicking true hue technology™; quarter zip style
Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color: 

$27.95

BADGER TONAL BLEND 1/4 ZIP
Description: Moisture-wicking true hue technology™; quarter zip style
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl, 3xl
Color: 

$39.95

PORT AUTHORITY ZEPHYR FULL-ZIP JACKET
Description: 100% polyester shell; Open front pockets
Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color: 

$24.95

PORT AUTHORITY YOUTH CORE SOFT SHELL JACKET
Description: Shields from wind and rain; front zippered pockets
Size: yxs, ys, ym, yxl
Color: 

$39.95

PORT AUTHORITY CORE SOFT SHELL JACKET
Description: Shields from wind and rain; front zippered pockets
Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color: 

$44.95

PORT AUTHORITY LADIES CORE SOFT SHELL JACKET
Description: Shields from wind and rain; front zippered pockets
Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color: 

PORT AUTHORITY TORRENT WATERPROOF JACKET
Description: Folds into a carry pouch for storage; zippered pockets
Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color: 

$59.95

PORT AUTHORITY LADIES CORE SOFT SHELL JACKET
Description: Shields from wind and rain; front zippered pockets
Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color: 

$44.95
HOLLOWAY HOMECOMING SCARF
Description: Reversible; heavy knit; built-in handwarmer pockets
Size: osfa
Color:

PORT AUTHORITY WOMEN’S TORRENT WATERPROOF JACKET
Description: Folds into a carry pouch for storage; zippered pockets
Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

PORT AUTHORITY FLEECE BLANKET WITH CARRYING STRAP
Description: 100% polyester; web carrying strap; 50” x 60”
Size: osfa
Color:

PORT AUTHORITY STADIUM SEAT
Description: Portable padded seat adjusts for comfort; 12.25”h x 17”w
Size: osfa
Color:

PORT & COMPANY CORE MOUNTAIN LODGE BLANKET
Description: Cozy fleece face that reverses to soft sherpa; 50” x 60”
Size: osfa
Color:

PORT & COMPANY CORE FLEECE SWEATSHIRT BLANKET
Description: Classic fleece blanket is soft and warm; 50” x 60”
Size: osfa
Color:
PORT & COMPANY® INFANT CORE FLEECE FULL-ZIP HOODED SWEATSHIRT
Description: 50/50 cotton/poly fleece; soft pill-resistant
Size: 6m, 12m, 18m
Color:

PORT & COMPANY® TODDLER CORE FLEECE PULLOVER HOODED SWEATSHIRT
Description: 50/50 cotton/poly fleece; soft pill-resistant
Size: 2t, 3t, 4t
Color:

RABBIT SKINS™ INFANT CONTRAST TRIM TERRY BIB
Description: Absorbent bib made of 100% cotton terry
Size: osfa
Color:

RABBIT SKINS™ INFANT FINE JERSEY TEE
Description: Soft, durable tee; 100% combined ring spun cotton fine jersey
Size: 6m, 12m, 18m, 24m
Color:

RABBIT SKINS™ INFANT FINE JERSEY BODYSUIT
Description: Soft, light-weight body suit with innovative 3-snap closure
Size: 6m, 12m, 18m, 24m
Color:

PORT & COMPANY® TODDLER CORE FLEECE FULL-ZIP HOODED SWEATSHIRT
Description: 50/50 cotton/poly fleece; soft pill-resistant
Size: 2t, 3t, 4t
Color:

RABBIT SKINS™ TODDLER FINE JERSEY TEE
Description: Soft, durable tee; 100% combined ring spun cotton fine jersey
Size: 2t, 3t, 4t, 5/6t
Color:
LEADERSHIP STARTS WITH YOU - CUSTOMIZED APPAREL THAT SHOWS YOUR TEAM PRIDE

No matter what sport you coach, or whether you’re part of a large league, or a small community team, it’s important that you stand out as leader and show pride in your team. Pride doesn’t just mean celebrating a rebound, or running extra drills to get the moves just right. It means sporting your team’s colors on and off the field and representing your squad alongside them. And not just any apparel will fit the bill, coach! With SquadLocker you can get your team’s logo printed or embroidered on quality items, from brands you trust, like Nike, Under Armour, The North Face, and more. Let us help you customize the look that sends a message of strength and leadership with apparel you’ll feel proud to wear.
AUGUSTA TRI-BLEND LONG SLEEVE CREW
Description: Loose fit; polyester/cotton/rayon tri-blend knit
Size: m, xl, 2xl, 3xl, 4xl
Color:

AUGUSTA TRI-BLEND T-SHIRT
Description: Crew neck; polyester/cotton/rayon tri-blend knit
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl, 3xl
Color:

AUGUSTA LADIES LUX TRI-BLEND LONG SLEEVE SHIRT
Description: Crew neck; polyester/cotton/rayon tri-blend knit
Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

AUGUSTA YOUTH TRI-BLEND LONG SLEEVE CREW
Description: Loose fit; polyester/cotton/rayon tri-blend knit
Size: ys, ym, yl
Color:

PACIFIC HEADWEAR TRUCKER FLEXFIT
Description: Mid-profile crown, closed back & curved visor
Size: s/m, l-xl, youth
Color:

PACIFIC HEADWEAR M2 PERFORMANCE FLEXFIT CAP
Description: Anti-microbial, Moisture-wicking, Stain-resistant
Size: s/m, l-xl, youth
Color:

RUSSELL DRI-POWER FLEECE HOODIE
Description: Moisture-wicking; front pouch pocket
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl, 3xl
Color:

RUSSELL DRI-POWER® OPEN BOTTOM POCKET SWEATPANTS
Description: Internal drawcord, open bottoms; open side pockets
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl, 3xl
Color:
AUGUSTA LADIES PERFORMANCE FLEECE JOGGER

Description: Inside drawcord; moisture-wicking; tapered leg
Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

$39.95

RUSSELL ESSENTIAL POLO

Description: Moisture-wicking technology; odor protection; UPF 30+
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl, 3xl
Color:

$32.95

RUSSELL LADIES ESSENTIAL POLO

Description: Moisture-wicking technology; odor protection; UPF 30+
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

$32.95

UA MOTIVATE BUTTON UP

Description: Moisture-wicking; anti-odor; UPF 30+
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl, 3xl
Color:

$69.95

UA TROPHY POLO

Description: Soft anti-pick, anti-pill fabric; quick-dry; anti-odor; UPF 30+
Size: m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

$69.95

ADIDAS MEN’S GAME MODE FULL BUTTON POLO

Description: Gusseted back and shoulder ventilation
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl, 3xl
Color:

$64.95

UA WOMEN’S BARRAGE SOFT SHELL JACKET

Description: Water-resistant; absorbs and retains body heat
Size: xs, s, m, l
Color:

$104.95

NIKE LADIES THERMA-FIT FULL-ZIP FLEECE

Description: Breathable; front zippered pockets & open cuffs
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

$79.95

NIKE THERMA-FIT FULL-ZIP FLEECE

Description: Breathable; front zippered pockets & open cuffs
Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

$79.95

240 BALD HILL RD, WARWICK RI
WWW.SQUADLOCKER.COM
(401)427-9023
UA WOMEN’S TEAM PERFORMANCE POLO
Description: Smooth, soft anti-pick, anti-pill fabric; anti-odor
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

PORT AUTHORITY® SLIM FIT LONG SLEEVE CAREFREE POPLIN SHIRT
Description: Lightweight and breathable, our cotton-rich shirt
Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

UA HOVR PHANTOM RN
Description: For runners who need a balance of flexibility & cushioning
Size: 8 - 14 (including half sizes)
Color:

UA TEAM HOVR SONIC 3
Description: For runners who need flexibility, cushioning & versatility
Size: 10, 10.5, 11
Color:

HOLLOWAY LEAGUE DUFFEL BAG
Description: Water-resistant; large u-shaped opening; detachable strap
Size: osfa
Color:

UA TEAM HUSTLE 3.0 BACKPACK
Description: Water resistant finish; soft-lined laptop sleeve
Size: osfa
Color:

HIGH FIVE ALL-SPORT BACKPACK
Description: Large compartment; side panel for bottle or lacrosse stick
Size: osfa
Color:

NIKE ELITE BACKPACK
Description: Water-resistant; padded laptop & tablet sleeves
Size: osfa
Color:

MIZUNO TEAM OG5 DUFFLE
Description: Footwear storage compartment; accessory compartment
Size: osfa
Color:

SINGLE UNIT PRICING!
NO MINIMUM ORDERS!
MIZUNO ORGANIZER OG5 BACKPACK
Description: Side bat sleeves & ventilated footwear compartment
Size: osfa
Color:

$84.95

UA LOCKER 1/4 ZIP
Description: Quick-drying UA Tech™ fabric; ultra-soft; anti-odor
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

$44.95

UA WOMEN’S LOCKER 1/2 ZIP
Description: Quick-drying UA Tech™ fabric; ultra-soft; thumb holes
Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

$44.95

AUGUSTA ATTAIN 1/4 ZIP PULLOVER
Description: Moisture-wicking true hue technology™; quarter zip style
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl, 3xl
Color:

$27.95

AUGUSTA LADIES ATTAIN 1/4 ZIP PULLOVER
Description: Moisture-wicking true hue technology™; quarter zip style
Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

$27.95

UA MOTIVATE WOVEN LONGSLEEVE ¼ ZIP
Description: Lightweight, breathable & water-repellent
Size: l, xl, 2xl, 3xl, 4xl
Color:

$74.95

NIKE THERMA-FIT 1/2-ZIP FLEECE
Description: Moisture-wicking; zip-through collar
Size: xs, s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

$69.95

UA MOTIVATE WOVEN SHORTSLEEVE ¼ ZIP
Description: Lightweight, breathable & water-repellent
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl
Color:

$64.95

UA BARRAGE SOFT SHELL JACKET
Description: Water-resistant; absorbs and retains body heat
Size: s, m, l, xl, 2xl, 3xl
Color:

$104.95
EXAMPLE LOGOS - NO FONT OR LAYOUT LIMITATIONS

STANDARD LOGO COLORS

BLACK  WHITE  DARK GREY  LIGHT GRAY  BROWN  NAVY  ROYAL  COLUMBIA BLUE  PURPLE  MAROON  RED  CARDINAL
PINK  GOLD  VEGAS GOLD  FOREST GREEN  KELLY GREEN  TEXAS ORANGE  ORANGE  LIME GREEN  TEAL  KHAKI  NEON YELLOW

IN-HOUSE ART SERVICES - FREE!

Our team of dedicated, in-house designers work on thousands of logos every year for teams, leagues, and schools across the country - all free of charge. We provide this service to ensure the highest quality decoration on all of our apparel. Each logo submitted is reviewed by our designers to make sure it will look its best on the finished garment. If a logo does need some modification to guarantee the finished product’s quality, our designers will work closely with you to reflect your brand accurately and faithfully. Don’t have a logo for your team or league? That’s no problem either. With your feedback, we’ll create a unique logo for your team that will work on any type of apparel, with any type of decoration method.

"The Art & Design team did an amazing job identifying my logo needed design help, making the graphic design updates to my logo, & even updated my store with options to use on my different colors! It's amazing to have SquadLocker on my team!"
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